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Who am I?

Tenured Historian

Work on developing 
digital infrastructure 

for studying big 
datasets

Teach history of the 
Internet/etc. in an 

online capacity



Oh, and currently like so many 
doing jobs w/ kids running 
around (they are napping!).



This is our new normal for a while.

#COVIDCAMPUS



What does 
an “online” 
course at 
Waterloo 
look like?

Development begins 
about ~12-18 months 

before first offer

Instructor gets one or 
two course releases

Instructor works with a 
team of three staff (each 
of whom are supporting 

~ 3 courses):

Online learning 
consultant;

Instructional designer;

Quality Assurance/LMS 
support person.



Workload for creating a real online course

It was probably 
about the same as 

a new prep to 
convert an 

existing, on-
campus course to 

a high-quality 
online one

In general, over a 
six-month period, I 

would work one 
eight-hour/day 

week on the course



The resulting product was great, and a co-
created course that should last ~ 5 years



Supports included

• Copyright clearance;

• Film studio for the short 3-5-
minute clips;

• Consulting support on how to 
best organize online 
discussions that get results;

• And so, so much more.



So suddenly.. 
We’re all going 
to go online? 
Without any of 
this support?



So let’s be clear: this is 
Emergency Remote 

Teaching



What does 
this mean?

Emergency: This is a response 
to a rapidly-evolving situation –
this is not usual;

Remote: It isn’t “online” per se, 
scholars are adapting in-person 
courses to a remote 
environment;

Teaching: Still our main core job 
and goal.

https://www.google.com/url%3Fsa=i&url=https%253A%252F%252Fuwaterloo.ca%252Fdaily-bulletin%252F2015-06-18&psig=AOvVaw1gKwTiKovWYo1SLKzOpPLa&ust=1586981036536000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCJjZvZrb6OgCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD


In the “Crash to Online” Mode, Things might be 
different…

Real “online course” 
videos are generally no 

longer than five minutes; 
maybe in the “crash to 

online” they can just be a 
full narrated PowerPoint;

Discussion forums and 
engagement prompts 
work in a “real online” 

course, maybe e-mails or 
anything will suffice now.



But things will 
be different 
for the fully-
online 
semesters

Maybe look to Waterloo? We are 
running a full spring/summer 
term online.

Students will have higher 
expectations than they did 
during Weeks 10-12 of Winter 
term.

So what to do?



And we’re planning for 
an online Fall now.



So for administrators, what I would say

Keep framing it as “emergency remote teaching”

This helps to manage expectations

No matter what faculty do (I’ll come to them), this is not going 
to be a polished masterpiece. It’s unfair to expect that.



But for faculty, where’s what I say…

Drop the “do a bad job” 
framing in 

Spring/Summer/Fall; this is 
our new reality, and we must 
do the best job we can do 

with the resources we 
have.

Attend the “remote 
teaching” workshops being 

hosted by CEL/CTE. Many of 
us don’t go to these things. 

Now is the time.



Why is this?

• Example: Group discussions in a 40-
student class

• Inclination is to: dump all students 
into a big discussion group, or 
maybe replicate the 15-student 
tutorials. You’ll get crickets.

• Instead: groups of 4-6 learners; 
post once by Weds; response by 
Friday. You’ll force interchange and 
jumpstart community.



Or…

• The inclination might be to narrate a 
PowerPoint for two-hours a week

• Don’t do this!
• Student engagement drops off 

dramatically after the first few 
minutes;

• You will find that your two-hour 
lecture notes, when perfectly 
delievered to your webcam, take up 
like less than half that. 

• So you’ll do too much work, and your 
students won’t learn.



True online has serious workload implications; 
so managing “emergency remote teaching” 
accordingly can find a happy balance between 
our obligations as educators and our other 
duties.



We can do a great job, if
this is framed the right 
way, expectations are 
managed, and supports 
are at least available. 
Faculty need to take 
advantage of them too.



Look, I’m not the 
expert, but the 
teaching folks 
know what 
they’re doing. 
Listen to them.



The “new normal”

• You’re probably sick of hearing 
this phrase, but this is with us 
for this term and 
probably/perhaps for Fall 
(enough so that we need to 
start planning now)

• Let’s call it EMERGENCY 
REMOTE TEACHING

• But let’s do a damn good job 
with the supports we have.



Thanks!

E-mails, tweets, comments, etc.?
Stay in touch.

• Ian Milligan

• i2millig@uwaterloo.ca

• @ianmilligan1

http://uwaterloo.ca

